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The VHRR gratefully acknowledges the support of our major sponsors

IMPORTANT NOTICES
Important notice
We are always looking for items and articles
for the newsletter and the Oily Rag. These
publications rely on member input. If you are
interested in writing for the Victorian section of
the Oily Rag, here are the due dates for copy: 13
January, 17 March, 5 May 7 July, 8 Sept, 10 Nov.
Contact the editor Patrick Quinn on oilyrag@
hsrca.org.au or 0417 673 065.
Leanne Newson Secretary 0417 128 332
Membership renewals were due by end of
June 2017. Membership forms are available on
the VHRR website or contact Deb on joinvhrr@
gmail.com .
Western District Tour
9th & 10th September: Option of 1 night or 2.
Details Ron Townley
03 5988 4846 or 0418 999 576
I am looking for someone to take over
organising the VHRR Christmas Dinner/Awards
night.Mike Barker 03 9840 6155 0407 825 545
email - mikebarker2@mac.com
Wakefield Park 23-24 September
Pre 1961 2+3+4 meeting, Entries via
Wakefield Park Race Secretary 02 4822 2811 or
racesecretary@wakefieldpark.com.au
Some milestones were reached by
some of our senior VHRR members in the month
of July. Well known Eddie Thomas Speed Shop
owner Eddie turned 99 , and VHRR stalwart Bill
Prowse turned 94.
Both of these guys have been involved in the
early days of Australian motor sport, Eddie with
the Drags, quarter mile (400mts) racing and
Bill with his early days in the Retail motor trade,
as well as his circuit racing in various types of
cars, Bill
was also
involved
with the
aviation
business
managing
the Bib
Stillwell
Aviation
Group, a
carry over
of his time
in the RAAF.
Eddie was
one of the
pioneers in
the speed

equipment business selling “hot up” gear to the
motor racing , speedway and the hot rod guys.
He was one of the first to have a “rail” type
dragster in Australia.
The VHRR recently made Eddie an honorary
member, and he has enjoyed coming to the
Wednesday lunches through the kind generosity
of Ron Townley, who picks him up on the way to
the lunch. Bill on the other hand had not missed
a lunch for many years, but just of recent times
he has not had the best of health, although don’t
tell Bill that, Roger Griffin picks Bill up when he
is OK, and he still enjoys a chat, if you have an
hour or two to spare.
These two could write a book or two about their
early days of motor sport in Australia.
Cheers, Simmo
Internationally regarded F1 and Indy
Car designer Malcolm Oastler will make a guest
appearance on the HFF grid at the WOS behind
the wheel of Ecurie Australie’s highly unique
FF86 Quest. Malcolm cut his teeth racing FF in
Australia in the early 1980’s prior to venturing to
the UK, where he ultimately joined the Reynard
team as their chief designer. After penning
some of their cornerstone FF87 to FF89 cars,
he progressed to design their ultra successful
F3000 and Indy Cars. Malcolm ended up on the
F1 design teams with both Jaguar and BAR,
before returning to live on the South Coast of
NSW. He is seen at the historic races these
days in his Kaditcha F2 car and has designed
a unique and very fast hillclimb car, in which he
competes at the national level.
“The FF86 Quest has gone through a ground
up rebuild by Luke Ellery, and we are delighted
and honoured to have a person of Malcolm’s
experience in the car at Winton” said car owner
Chris Davison. “Malcolm first saw this car in the
UK in 1986 and he said he was motivated by the
many unique design aspects of the car”
VHRR is pleased to announce that our
members can now join the Rare Spares Loyalty
Program. The benefits include:
•
10% discount on purchases
•
Exclusive invitations to special VIP nights
and other sponsored events
•
Every dollar spent gives the VHRR points
which can be traded for financial rewards
To join online go to www.rarespares.com.au
and click on “Register” in the right hand corner.
There is also a form you can copy and return
by post. We thank Rare Spares for their support
and encourage you to join the program.

4. MAKING AMERICA GREAT AGAIN
(4th instalment 25th June 2017)
On the road south towards Mid Ohio, we got lots
of messages of GOOD NEWS!
After a couple of days in hospital, Ed Moore of
the Mosport crashed Cooper, is expected to
make a complete recovery, despite a small skull
fracture. Even better news is that the Chassis
plate that was ripped off in the colossal prang
has been found in the long grass by a search
party led by Duncan Rabagliati. It was spotted
by David (no wonder I can’t get away with
anything at home) Kent’s missus, Leslie. Pity
she can’t find us a cold beer when we ask for
it. The plate was badly damaged and half worn
away, but enough of the important stampings
are there to maintain the cars’ important historic
significance.
Even more good news is that, after closer
inspection, Nigel Hunter’s pretty Sadler is
indeed repairable. Work has begun!
David Watkins’ Elfin and Marty Bullock’s Lotus
27 are getting fresh spare engines. Bruce
Edgars’ Elfin is hoping for a new gearbox,
John Rowe (Lotus 18) and David Kent (Lynx)
and Peter Boel (Panther) are trying to get their
engines rebuilt. Lance Carwardine’s Lynx is
getting a couple of new driveshafts turned
and, so he doesn’t look useless and lazy, Bill
Hemming is also working 24/7 fitting a 20
cent clip to his distributor on the Tojeiro. Neil
McCrudden is doing sweet bugger all to his
sweet running Lotus 22.
Lucky we’ve got 3 days between race tracks.
It’s always a joy crossing from Canada to the
USA, especially in a foreign registered right
hand drive vehicle. Bill’s Fiat van/motorhome/
transporter totally threw America’s finest at
the gate. “You can’t bring that to the US (but
sir, - which is how you address a 6’3” American
carrying a gun - I came from the US). What’s
that? Another car in the back! You can’t do that!
You’ll have to go INSIDE!”
After 2 hours INSIDE, watching 12 people all
with guns and bullet proof vests doing nothing
but talk to each other, Bill was summonsed to
counter 13 (counters 1 to 12 were vacant) and
a man with a gun asked about the van and
the car with right hand drive. The photo of the
Tojeiro (with middle drive) totally threw him and
he had trouble matching the paperwork for
the van to the car. In the end, he got so much
documentation that he guessed someone else
had approved everything and we were on our

way. With bureaucrats like this, Trump is a sure
thing to Make America Great Again! At least they
all apparently had sufficient IQ to be allowed to
pack a weapon. Scary! Reminds us of the story
where a guy walks into a crowded bar waving
his pistol around yelling “I’ve got a 45 Colt with
7 rounds in the magazine and 1 in the barrel,
and I want to know who’s been sleeping with my
wife!”. A voice at the back of the bar responds
“you’re going to need more ammo!”.
We arrived Mid Week at the beautiful Mid Ohio
Sports Car Course in various states of disrepair.
Peter’s Panther and David Kent’s Lynx were
non-starters, David Watkins’ Elfin had its spare
engine fitted, Marty’s Lotus had 2 new drive
shafts that didn’t quite fit and John’s Lotus had
an out-of-body gearbox with new seals. Both
Marty and John got things together for Thursday
practice.
For private testing on Wednesday, Neil
McCrudden made a magnanimous offer to nonrunners David Kent, Peter Boel and Nigel Russell
to have a session each in his Lotus. Just to say
they’d driven Mid Ohio. This came to nothing
when the three mechanical cripples weren’t
allowed on the track without a full entry fee. Oh
well, it’s the thought that counts.
Another bloody tornado warning, just in time
for our first practice session at 8.30am. We
managed to start in light rain and slithered
around the track to get a time. Just as well
because racing was cancelled for the rest of
the day. Tony Olissoff from NZ was fastest by
seconds in his front wheel drive Emeryson Elfin.
Marty was 3rd, Bruce 4th, David Watkins 6th,
Bill 7th, Neil 12th, John 16th and Lance 17th
after he forgot to bleed his rear brakes when he
changed his stub axles. Then back to our vans,
motorhomes, motels for the rest of a miserably
wet day.
Not everyone went out in the wet practice
session. At Indy, we saw winners get a
celebratory drink of milk. At Indy, they have a
special brand of milk for those who don’t go out
in the wet.
Saturday morning saw beautiful weather and all
26 Juniors braved the sunshine for Qualifying
and for Race 1 mid afternoon. Marty (Lotus 27)
started 3rd but finished his customary second
when the pole sitting Stanguellini didn’t front
up. Neil McCrudden (Lotus 22) started 11th
and finished 7th, Lance (Lynx) went from 12th
to 8th, Bruce (Elfin) jumped from 14th to 10th,
Bill (Tojeiro) 18th to 15th, David (Elfin) was still

having intermittent oil feed issues but improved
from 21st to 17th and John Rowe (Lotus 18)
from 26th to 20th. A great race on a great circuit.
Saturday night was another dinner party. They
seem to have as many free food parties as they
have tornados.
Our final race for this leg of the North America
Diamond Jubilee tour was on Sunday. Only 1
Aussie car (David Kent’s Lynx) didn’t make the
grid.
Peter Boel was so Pissed off his Pretty Pink
Panther was Pathetically, and seemingly
Permanently Placed in Park mode, that he
succumbed to Peer Pressure, Picked up some
Parts and Pampered his Pet to Perform one last
time. Putting his Panther on the start line didn’t
Panic the other Peddlers because after 3 laps
the Panther Panted Phew and Pulled off totally
Phucked. Poor Peter.
The rest of us fared a lot better, except for
Bruce’s Elfin which lost its clutch at the half
way mark. The only other non finisher was Tony
“Pissedoff” Olissoff when his fantastically quick,
and quickly driven, front wheel drive Emeryson
Elfin broke its accelerator cable on the start line.
The rear engine Stanguellini missed the 1st race
with a broken camshaft, but an overnight engine
rebuild saw Joe Colasacco start from 12th
and drove like a demon to be second to Greg
Thornton in his quick Lotus 22 – until the last lap
– when Greg put up his hand to acknowledge
a stationary yellow flag and slowed. Joe zipped
through to claim the chequer. Apparently
passing under a yellow is allowed here.
Marty again mounted the podium for 3rd. David
(Elfin) stormed through the field from 15th to
finish 6th. Lance (Lynx) came in 9th, just holding
out Neil (Lotus 22) in 10th and Bill (Tojeiro)

finished 16th and John (Lotus 18) 20th.
Racing over, we trooped off to a terrific
steakhouse for a wet, wild celebration.
That’s it for this leg. It’s been wonderful racing
on great tracks with great people and cars.
Packed up, some headed west for Laguna Seca
in a few weeks, the rest headed East to park up
at GMT Racing for repairs or storage until we
return for Lime Rock, Watkins Glen and Road
America in September.
It’s been fun!
The Extraordinary Contribution Of
The Late Clem Smith Oam
By Catherine Davison
Lately, we have been witnessing a changing
of the guard and saying farewell to many of
the treasured men and woman who have
underpinned motor racing in Australia since
the war. But, the passing of these fearless risk
takers does provide us with the opportunity
to recollect and celebrate some absolutely
astounding achievements by some of our
nation’s most humble achievers.
Warmly remembered by everyone who met him,
the Late Clem Smith OAM was a passionate
sportsman and entrepreneur who was
recognised in 2000 with the Order of Australia
Medal (OAM) for services to Motorsport. His
endeavours were also recognised with the
Australian Sports Medal. Throughout his life,
Clem was dedicated to motor racing. He cut his
teeth as a driver at the legendary Rowley Park
Speedway before he started racing a Hudson
Terraplane at Sellick’s Beach in the early
1950s. He competed in the 1954 Redex Round
Australia trial in a Fiat 1100 with Reg Sparks and
drove in the 1955 Australian Grand Prix at Port
Wakefield in an Austin-Healey. Smith established
a Chrysler dealership in Edwardstown in 1948
and trail blazed Valiants in competition and
championed Sports Sedans. He is identified
among so many other achievements, for the
heavily modified Chrysler Charger, now an iconic
machine in Sports Sedan history. This car now
sits as a centrepiece of his prized collection
which is housed at its spiritual home at Mallala
Motorsport Park.
Clem Smith purchased Mallala Race Circuit in
1977 and after a lengthy court battle to prohibit
its use he resurrected it from the ashes and
opened it for motorcycle racing in 1980 and for
car racing in 1982. It has been known as the
Mallala Motor Sport Park ever since and just
oozes Australian motorsport history. The track
was built on the former RAAF Base Mallala in

1961 by a group of enthusiasts to replace the
Port Wakefield Circuit. South Australia had been
allocated the 1961 Australian Grand Prix which
saw Lex Davison win his fourth and last AGP
driving a Cooper T51 Coventry Climax. Ever
since, Mallala has served as South Australia’s
home of motor sport, hosting a round of the
Australian Drivers’ Championship up until 1971
when the motor racing venue was sold and
forcibly shut down. Legendary factory backed
Chrysler production car drivers, Leo and Pete
Geoghegan, tested the Chrysler Charger at the
circuit as did the legendary Adelaide-based Elfin
Sports Cars owned by Garrie Cooper.
Throughout his interesting racing life this doyen
of South Australian motorsport built a fascinating
car collection from veterans to moderns housing
them at Mallala. Clem’s understanding of the car
manufacturing industry is exhibited in this quality
collection which clearly demonstrates the racer
and the rascal behind it. This collection of more
than 30 cars is a rolling collection and in the
words of his great friend Michael Finnis, “Clem
was most particular about the preparation of his
cars”.
The collection goes under the hammer with
Mossgreen on 20th August at its spiritual home
of Mallala marking the end of an era and the
start of a new one as the circuit changes hands
to its new promotor, the owners of the newly
developed Talem Bend Motorsport Park.
Australia, Asbestos and Collector
Cars
(The following is being circulated around the ‘net
but I can’t say whether or not it’s true. Interesting
reading though! Ed)
Our story begins in 2003 when the Australian
government issued a zero-tolerance ban on
any and all asbestos products, aimed mainly at
imported Chinese drywall, a problem America
also faced at the time. Fast forward to March 6,
2017 when, without prior warning to Shipping
and Customs agents, let alone to owners, the
Australian Border Force (ABF) began randomly
testing all imported collector cars for asbestos,
without any industry consultation, procedures
or practices in place. One of our clients had two
cars already en-route to Australia and so had no
choice but to comply. One was a 1966 Shelby
Mustang 350 GT and the second a stock 1966
Mustang donor-car, found together as “barn
finds” and imported into Australia for restoration.
Making rules on the run
Inspectors were picked from an ABF approved

list of asbestos assessors, none of whom
had collector car experience since this was
an all-new process. An ABF officer and a
representative of the customs brokers also had
to be in attendance while the owner/importer
was required to provide two mechanics, tools,
a floor jack, jack stands, safety clothing and
masks. All five charged by the hour, with the
work being done at the customs wharf.
The inspection of the Mustangs took a full
8-hour day times five people. The front brake
pads, rear brake shoes, exhaust manifold and
exhaust pipe gaskets from both cars plus the
add-on A/C compressor from the stock Mustang
were all taken for inspection. Some of the sealer
from inside the wheel wells, around the firewall
and the caulking around the windshield were
also removed for testing. Additionally, samples
were cut from the headliner material, the door
frame inner padding, the hood scoop, the
brake air ducts, the windshield washer bag and
sample sections were cut from the wiring loom.
As the 350 GT was pushed onto a hoist the
ribbed aluminium oil pan fins were damaged.
The pleas of both mechanics to cease the
destructive sample-taking were ignored by
the inspector, the customs agent and the ABF
officer. As the day wound down the inspector
recommended the removal of the engine and
transmission for disassembly and removal of the
front fenders and doors for further examination.
Because of that day’s interpretation of the
regulations, the owner was not allowed to be at
the inspection.
Moving to plan “B”
During & after the destructive first inspection,
endless e-mails and calls between the customs
broker and the ABF, the owner was able to get
both mustangs taken to a well-respected exotic
car sales and service center in Sydney. ABF
required both a removal expert and an assessor
to supervise the work, a hygienist to test the air
for asbestos (how could I make this up) and two
mechanics in space suits, all to remove a clutch.
The caulking around the windshield, firewall
and inner wheel wells was also removed but
reason prevailed and so the engines were not
disassembled. Both cars were then released to
the owner.
Total time was two months. Costs including
the two removal experts, two assessors, two
mechanics, (twice) the hygienist, plus the
asbestos lab analyses and bulk sample report
was approximately $15,000, not including the
damage and cost to replace the seized parts

on both cars plus the possibility of fines for noncompliance.
Meanwhile, across the continent
Meanwhile, in Perth, on the other side of
Australia, an enthusiast with a DKW obsession
imported a rare 1953 DKW F89, a two cylinder,
23 hp, 684 cc post-war Germany econo-car
built from 1950-54 and based on a pre-war
design. Although 60,000 DKW F89s were built,
most were scrapped as the German economy
recovered and much better cars came to
market. DKW was acquired by Mercedes in
1957, sold to Volkswagen-Audi in 1964 and
DKW ceased to exist.
The DKW in question was sold new into
Portugal, was complete, relatively rust free
and at $7,000 Aus ($5,400 USD) was a very
affordable and unique collector car. As the third
collector car to be inspected and the first in the
Perth area, the owner was lucky. The asbestos
inspector was both reasonable and horrified
by the tale of the two Mustangs imported into
Sydney, which had quickly gone through the
collector car community. The initial inspection
found asbestos in the rear brakes, the head
and manifold gaskets and the under-coating
in the wheel wells. The car was immediately
impounded and the real problems began.
ABF again changes the rules
The owner requested that he and a mechanic
remove the offending material, but this
was rejected by the ABF as they were not
“authorized” to enter the “secure” dockside
area. ABF insisted on a professional asbestos
remover, but none had vintage car experience.
The owner next asked to attend with the chosen
asbestos remover but was again denied
access to his car. A week later ABF agreed
to the owner’s request to have his mechanic
remove the asbestos, but after completing the
paperwork, permits and an inspection time, ABF
decided that removing the parts in the storage
depot might be unsafe and the permit was
cancelled.
ABF first declined and then approved transport
to Classic Gasoline, a collector car service
center in Perth. ABF then again changed their
mind and advised the car could only be moved
to a certified asbestos removal center. After
realizing there was no certified asbestos removal
center that could do the work, ABF relented
and permitted the car to be moved to Classic
Gasoline. Paperwork recommenced, but at the
last-minute Quarantine intervened, advising that
the DKW could only be moved after it had been

spray cleaned, but that it could only be spray
cleaned after the asbestos was removed. As the
owner wrote, “Catch 22 meets Franz Kafka”.
Back to plan “A”
Everyone agreed to go back to plan “A”, a
removal time was again booked only to have
someone at ABF again demand the work be
done by an asbestos specialist. After yet more
calls, e-mails and negotiations it was finally
agreed that ABF, the original inspector, two
mechanics from Classic Gasoline and the
owner would inspect the car, agree to the work
to be done and the owner and mechanics
would then be allowed to complete the work at
dockside. Thanks to the DKW’s small engine,
it was lifted out without a hoist for disassembly.
After even more paperwork, ABF certified the
removed parts and arranged their seizure and
destruction. The additional storage fees were
$3,000, the mechanics charged $1,500 and the
shipping agents were another $1,500 plus the
cost of finding and replacing the seized parts,
so almost equal to the original $7,000 purchase
price. The local ABF did not issue any fines for
the non-compliant parts.
The good news is that most new cars, worldwide, were asbestos free by 1999, but the bad
news is that virtually all cars built before 1999
have asbestos-based components. All imported
cars must obtain an asbestos test for their
vehicles BEFORE they are shipped to Australia,
but few countries have certified collector car
asbestos inspectors. If asbestos is identified, it
must be removed before the vehicle is shipped
and owners must confirm the vehicle is asbestos
free. The ABF doesn’t have the time, space
and manpower to inspect every car, but no-one
should take the risk of being caught up in the
costs and damage of a random inspection, the
possible seizure and destruction of the car plus
the reality of fines because the seized parts were
not zero asbestos compliant.
The Australian Imported Motor Vehicle Industry
Association is lobbying the ABF to standardize
a consistent inspection regime, but the extra
red tape, inspection costs and uncertainty have
slowed imports to a crawl. Additionally, the new
rules apply to imports AND exports, which will
be another yet-to-be-defined learning curve!
But wait, it gets more complicated
If the asbestos-related import/export restrictions
were not enough, the Australian government is
also ramping efforts to keep what are described
as “culturally significant automobiles” in
Australia and is considering the seizure of any

vehicle deemed to have been “illegally” exported
since 1987. Based on the UNESCO convention
in trafficking of illicit cultural property, the
proposed legislation would include any vehicle
designed by an Australian, built in Australia,
altered in Australia, or strongly associated with
an Australian. To quote from the proposed
legislation, “the best way of promoting the
regime would be a couple of high profile actions
for the seizure and return of forfeit cultural
material”. If you have a car with a significant
Australia history, be nervous.
All of this should be a warning of future potential
problems for the collector car community. If
there’s a way to go overboard on regulations,
the government, any government, seems to find
a way to make life overtly complicated. While
Australia is currently the epicenter of MontyPythonesque import (and export) restrictions,
others will follow. China, for instance, simply
forbids the import of classic cars, Norway wants
to eliminate ALL (new and used) gas and diesel
powered cars by 2025, while India and Germany
want to eliminate all new gas and diesel cars by
2030 and France by 2040. Our children will live
in a very different world.
M. Sheehan
www.ferraris-online.com
As President of the Sporting Car Club
of South Australia and Chair of the Adelaide
Motorsport Festival Advisory Board, I have the
pleasure of informing you about the details of
this year’s event.
The 2017 event will again see some of the
best Formula One stars and cars from the
Adelaide Era returning to the historic Adelaide
Parklands Circuit. Formula One cars from the
1980’s and 1990’s are the main focus as well as
touring cars once seen in support races at the
Adelaide Formula One Grand Prix. The AMF is
widely regarded as “A MUSEUM IN MOTION”
and the competitive field of over 230 cars and
Motorbikes, will also feature pre-war cars to
modern exotics and even World Time Attack
cars.
The event continues to grow and has quickly
become a must attend by all car enthusiasts.
I believe this is because we provide the
opportunity for our guests to not only get close
to the track action but also to get within meters
of a wide range of rare and collectable pieces
with colourful stories.
Expressions of Interest for the Victoria Park
Sprint are open and there are two new
categories available for those with rare,

interesting and collectible vehicles in the PreWar and immediate post war Historic Racecars
and Racing and Sports Racers of the 1960s
groups. I strongly recommend those with eligible
vehicles in either of those categories to register
an expression of interest via the Adelaide
Motorsport Festival website. The sprint itself
will involve 14 cars on the track at any one time
and shall be run in a super sprint format with
cars racing against the clock. Competitors will
receive four sessions of up to 15 minutes each
throughout the weekend.
The entry process involves an application to
compete via non-refundable expression of
interest, followed by a selection process and
then an invite to compete being released to the
successful competitor.
Off- track elements at Victoria Park include,
Gourmet Food and Wine Area, Static Car Club
displays, Trade Stands and demonstrations and
Live music.
While visiting Adelaide for the weekend we
encourage interstate guests to extend their stay
and explore what South Australia has to offer.
Adelaide is bursting with culture, flavours, events
and entertainment. Taste your way through
world-famous wine regions only minutes away
from the city, soak up the sun at one of our
picture-perfect metropolitan beaches, join the
party at our immersive festivals and events, or
spend the night exploring our thriving restaurant
and bar scene.
Please feel free to use the contents of my letter
to inform your Members, and if you have any
questions or requests for additional information
please do not hesitate to contact myself or
our General Manager Deborah Briggs gm@
sportingcarclub.com.au or 08 8373 4899.
Kind Regards
Peter Whelan
President, Sporting Car Club of Australia
The 3 Day Trial offers a unique experience,
taking in some of Victoria’s most spectacular
roads and countryside, while enjoying friendly
competition along the way. You will be
challenged with a unique blend of navigational
road trials and motorsport. Ideal for cars and
drivers of all levels - you won’t need a race
prepared car or special race license. Bring your
pride and joy and a trusty co-driver to join us
on what promises to be a highlight of the 2017
motoring calendar.
This year’s really will take us to northern
Victoria with overnight stops at Rutherglen and
Beechworth. Motorsport events will be held at

Heathcote Park Raceway and the Wodonga Tafe
Logic Driver Training Circuit.
For more details please go to www.
classicroadtrials.com.au or contact Stewart
Perry on 0434 677 434.
Classifieds
For Sale Great Tow Vehicle 2010
Commodore VE . SS - V8 Manual - One owner
- RWC. 70,000 Km, new tyres - hard & soft
ute covers, very clean car. In excellent condition
- has only ever been used as a personal run
around vehicle. $18000. Or Maker a realistic
offer. Call Gavan Dearie 0409166 557
Selling due to ill health is a 1968
Chevrolet Impala Pillarless Sports Sedan. This
car has been with the one owner for the last 38
years (VHRR member Col Marston) and comes
with service history of the full restro which was
done some years ago.
Now fitted with a 350 CI motor which was
rebuilt by Ian Shugg of Crankshaft Rebuilder’s
to give high torque at low engine revs, the auto
gearbox was overhauled by Kenny Zinner (well
known gearbox repairer) to match the engine
mods. A very nice example of this model Impala,
finished in white duco and black vinyl roof.
Also a 1978 Viscount Supreme 4 berth
caravan which is the only one of it’s type in
Australia, having been customized to Colin’s
specifications . The Chev and caravan have
always been under cover.
Both of these items are in very good condition
and would be well worth looking at.I have a full
list of extras and other info on both of these
All enquiries re prices etc, are to be made
through Ron Simmonds on
5962 2331 or 0427 031 737
For Sale 1977 Alfa Romeo GTV race car.
Comes with CAMS Group Sc Log Book and
AASA Log Book. VIN: AR116370004695
The Engine was built & developed by Rice
Engineering including suspension setup and
other components.
Too many Items to list for the engine build. (list
available if interested in buying car)
Car comes with Super Light Performance
Wheels, short ratio Twinspark gearbox,
spare Twinspark gearbox with genuine Synchros,
spare 1977 Alfa Romeo Car (trailer not incl.),
Ceramic Coated Extractors & custom St. Steel
Exhaust, light weight Starter motor, lightened
Flywheel assembly, custom Tail shaft, Bilstein
Front & Back Shocks, 30mm Torsion bars, front
and rear bar kit………………
3 row Radiator, Auto meter Sport Gauges, the

list goes on and on.
This Car is ready to enter any Group S Historic
or the very popular VRA East Coast Challenge.
The Car was entered at the recent Shannon’s
Nationals SMSP and finished 1st in the under 2
Litre class
Race Car, Spare Car + Spare Twinspark
Gearbox incl. lots of other spares $32’000 ono
Call Urs 0408020651 or urs@germax.com

Wanted Tandem axle, full sized,
open car trailer, all options considered .
Please contact Gavan Dearie 0409 166 557
Tyres: “DUNLOP RACING”
Brand New:.................Two - 5.00L x 15.
Used 50%:...................Two - 5.00L x 15.
Two - 4.50L x 15.
All six for $ 800.00.... Bargain!!!
Call Max on mob. 0417 335 255
1967 Group ‘O’ Eagle Imp open wheel
race car , CAMS Log book & C.O.D. Unused
since 2001 & now requiring a light restoration.
All Log Books & documentation back to 1984
including engine Specs. & set up data. Comes
with specialised engine tooling & a large
assortment of engines, gearboxes & rims etc.
$25K Neg. Call Brian on 0419 091 499 for more
information & a detailed inventory via e-mail.
Also for Sale
JWS - CHEV Chassis monocoque tub
JWS - Chev fully enveloping fibreglass coupe
body. $ 50,000 ONO
Call Ross 0422 028 969 or Ranald 0408 317 060
For sale Mk 8 Hewland, as new, Alloy CW&P
carrier, complete with spider gears and both
axles to suit Rotoflex couplings , 4.5 inches
PCD. The carrier is Half the weight of the cast
unit. $1800.
Denis Lupton Ph: 9331 0560
email mdl_nom@bigpond.com

